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Abstract

In a continued effort to better define the field of insider threat research, this study presents a survey of
30 cybersecurity experts’ opinions on the attributes of a prototypical insider and insider threat case.
The survey is based on the attributes in the Entity-Relationship Model developed in a previous study
of 42 different definitions of insider and insider threat. To develop clearer consensus and uniformity
in the field, we discuss the attributes, which, in this small exploratory study, experts saw as typical or
atypical components of an insider threat case.
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1 Introduction

As we noted in a previous study, for most insider threat researchers, the concepts of insider and insider
threat were not Aristotelian categories, meaning there is no mutually agreed-upon set of attributes that
are both necessary and sufficient for identifying an individual as an insider [1]. Instead we suspected
that insider and insider threat may be “natural” categories as explicated in Roschian prototype theory [2].
This would imply that researchers have a mental construct of a prototypical insider and insider threat
case, using specific attributes for categorizing an individual or incident as a more or less prototypical
case.

Prototype theory has a long history in philosophy and linguistics. Wittgenstein’s interest in the notion
of a “family resemblance,” where family members resemble each other even though there is no set of
characteristics that they all share in common, is often taken as the starting point. In psychology, Eleanor
Rosch’s studies [2] remain the most fully developed expression of the theory. She showed that “natural”
categories have members that are better and worse examples of the category, so that a robin for example
is a better example of a bird than an albatross or a kiwi. She demonstrated that prototypical examples
yield faster response times in queries about class membership: “Is a robin a bird?” elicits faster responses
than “Is an albatross a bird?” She further showed that when asked to name a few examples of a category,
prototypical examples were produced more frequently than less prototypical examples. George Lakoff
[3] and Donald Langacker [4] have convincingly applied prototype theory to linguistics.

What all this means is that in prototype theory, “instances of a natural concept are defined by their
resemblance to a prototype that is a best or most typical example of the concept, sharing the maximum
number of features or attributes with other instances and a minimum number with instances of other
concepts.” [5]

Our motivation for this work is to improve our ability to analyze existing and new cases of insider
threat. Since 2001, the CERT R© Insider Threat Center, part of Carnegie Mellon University’s Software
Engineering Institute, has researched the insider threat problem, collected a large database of insider
threat cases, and derived a substantial body of assessment tools, best practices, and mitigation techniques
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to help organizations confront the threat [1]. As our collection of observed insider threat cases continues
to grow we are faced with multiple classification challenges. When presented with a new case, our first
challenge is to make a determination if the case is indeed an insider threat case according to our definition
as stated in our previous work [1]:

Current or former employee, contractor, or other business partner who has or had authorized
access to an organization’s network, system, or data and intentionally exceeded or misused
that access in a manner that negatively affected the confidentiality, integrity, or availability
of the organization’s information or information systems.

If a case fits our definition, it is placed into our queue for case coding and analysis. Our coding
process involves reviewing the case details and placing relevant and important case elements into a
structured format allowing for analysis against other case samples. This process occasionally results in
differences of opinion between researchers as to what the important elements of a specific case are and
how strongly the elements must exist in the case before a case is labeled an insider threat case according
to our definition.

Our research on the prototypical elements of an insider threat case is an attempt to improve the
collective understanding of the most useful elements in a case and to open a broader dialog with other
researchers of insider threat to identify the elements and the “correct operational measures” [6] for each
studied case. In our quest to understand the concepts of insider and insider threat, we set out to test for
the features which may be shared among experts, to determine if there were in fact attributes in a case
that were necessary for the case to then be considered a better, more prototypical example of an insider
or an insider threat. This survey is an exploratory attempt to collect data towards creating a formal shared
Insider Threat investigator test for construct validity [6].

2 Methodology

To test this hypothesis, we developed a survey asking experts to determine the more prototypical example
of insider threats, based on 13 specific attributes. We derived the attributes from those specified in our
Entity-Relationship Model (Figure 1), which itself was developed from the examination of 42 different
definitions of insider threat. The Entity-Relationship Model describes the defined relationships among
the insider, the organization and the assets [1].

Figure 1: Entity relationship model

We tested 13 proposed attributes:
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• asset importance: criticality of the asset

• action: action taken by insider

• status: status of the insider within the organization

• intention: intent of the insider

• authorization: authorization given by the organization to the insider

• organization: type of organization

• relationship: organization’s relationship to the assets

• policy violation: violation of the organization’s policies

• prosecutability: prosecutability of the attack

• harm: harm or impact of the attack

• individual: individual’s relationship to the organization

• location: location of the insider at the time of the attack

• materiality: “‘significant,’ in other words ‘important enough to merit attention.’” [7]

We chose to include both asset importance and materiality as separate attributes. The outcome of
an asset importance test is often a range of values such as high, medium, low. Materiality in the Legal
Profession remains a debated term for which multiple meanings have been assigned [7]. Materiality in the
accounting profession frequently refers to the threshold for determining potential financial significance
for transactions and events [8]. The outcome of a materiality test is either material or not-material.

In the survey, we set each attribute in contrasting pairs, asking the respondents which choice was a
more prototypical example of an insider and an insider threat case. Both choices were the same except
for the value of the chosen attribute. The following is a sample question about asset importance:

Which of the two choices is a better (more prototypical) example of the insider threat?

(a) An employee emails a competitor a highly sensitive design for a new product.

(b) An employee emails a competitor a design for an old product, which the company is phasing out.

(c) No difference

Approximately 30 cybersecurity experts within our organization responded to the anonymous survey,
which, in addition to the contrasting pairs, collected a proposed example of insider threat in free text.
During the time of the survey, all participants were individuals within our organization and working
within the cyber security field. The years of experience working on cyber security ranged from 3 years
to over 25 years. We did not provide training to our group of participants and intended to collect their
unguided opinions. Our survey was designed to focus upon insider threat cases that included the use or
abuse of Information Technology. The full survey given to our participants is included in Appendix A.
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3 Results

Four attributes appeared to stand apart from the rest: asset importance, intention, action, and policy
violation. The majority of respondents believed that the value of these four attributes made a case more
or less prototypical.

The majority of respondents believed that a critical asset being stolen was a more prototypical insider
threat case than a trivial asset being stolen, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Asset Importance responses

In addition, the majority of respondents believed that a case in which the insider was malicious was
more prototypical than a case in which with an unintentional insider, as illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Intention responses

As illustrated in Figure 4, the majority of respondents also thought that a case in which the insider
takes an affirmative action (rather than failing to respond to a known violation) was a more prototypical
insider threat case.

Figure 4: Action responses
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Finally, Figure 5 illustrates that most respondents believed that an incident that violated organiza-
tional policy was more prototypical than a case in which the action in question did not violate organiza-
tional policy.

Figure 5: Policy violation responses

Most respondents felt that the rest of the attributes had little effect on the prototypicality of cases,
based on the values presented. As indicated in Figure 6, 25 or more of the respondents felt that the values
of the attributes did not affect a prototypical case; specifically it did not matter if

• the organization was public or private (organization) the location of the attack was in the workplace
or remote (location)

• the insider compromised a relatively small number of records or a larger number (materiality)

• the employee had been at the organization a short or long while (status)

More than 19 respondents believed that the values of the following attributes did not affect a proto-
typical case; specifically it did not matter if

• the insider was a contractor or former employee (individual)

• the insider had a great deal of authorization on the organization’s network or very little (authoriza-
tion)

• the organization owned the assets or was holding the assets for a third party (relationship)

More than 14 respondents believed that the values of the following attributes did not affect a proto-
typical case; specifically it did not matter if

• the organization suffered a great deal of harm or a small amount of harm (harm)

• the insider’s attack amounted to a prosecutable crime (prosecutability)

As noted in Section 2, the survey also had a free text question, in which experts were asked for an
example of insider threat. While we had less of a response to this question, free-text analysis found
several commonalities in the responses. Specifically, many responses mentioned the words “employee”
(9 responses), “information” (9 responses), “employer” (4 responses), and “exfiltrates” (7 responses).
While we have less confidence in this response, these words strongly correlate with the entities and
relationships in our models, specifically “individual” (employee), “asset” (information), “organization”
(employer), and “action” (exfiltrates).
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Figure 6: Number of “No Difference” responses per attribute

4 Discussion

This study, while preliminary, yielded several surprises to the researchers. First, we had hypothesized that
the value of most of the attributes would more strongly affect the prototypicality of the case. However,
for 9 out of the 13 attributes, there was “no difference” between the values. This could be due to a variety
of factors, including that the examples presented were not sufficient to polarize the concept, or that the
respondent group was in an academic rather than operational setting.

For those attributes that were found to more strongly affect prototypicality, organizational policy was
the most surprising attribute, considering how little it was discussed in the insider threat definitions [1].
Intention is an attribute that could have been expected to be of particular importance to our respondents,
given the amount of research into motivations and indicators of insider threat [9]. However, as non-
malicious insiders become an increasing area of concern, the importance of this attribute may change.
The same could perhaps be said of the action attribute. Finally, asset importance has long been considered
a key attribute of insider threat; there are best practices about the prioritization of assets for protection
[9].

5 Comparison with Existing Work

As we have outlined previously, many different taxonomies of insider threat have been published. While
our work is exploratory, we found it interesting to view others’ frameworks in light of our preliminary
results. For example, several taxonomies have discussed access as a primary attribute [10], [11], [12].
However, our respondents noted there was no difference in the prototypicality of the case of a janitor
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with limited access and a system administrator (e.g., authorization attribute). Knowledge is another
attribute discussed in taxonomies [10], [11], [12]. However, our respondents noted that a case was not
more or less prototypical if the insider had been in the organization for six months or ten years (e.g.,
status attribute). Interestingly, trust was noted in several taxonomies but not studied here, presenting a
possibility for future work [10], [11].

With respect to the free-text question of a proposed insider threat example, Predd et al.’s holistic, four-
dimensional approach to understanding insider threat by focusing on the organization, individual, system,
and environment likely comes closest to addressing the responses [13]. However, it is notable that the
respondents believed that a criminal incident was not any more or less prototypical than a non-criminal
incident. Such responses may lead to questions about the role of the environment in a prototypical case.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In conclusion, while this study is preliminary, it is interesting to note that the values of four attributes
appear to affect whether a case is considered prototypical or not and thus may argue for the inclusion of
these attributes within a definition of insider threat.

Limitations of the study include the sample size and the fact that all the respondents were individ-
uals within our organization, though they are professionals in the cybersecurity field. In addition, two
questions had 29 and 28 responses, respectively, instead of 30; however, this was accounted for in the
analysis. In addition, the survey included a comment field (whose entries are not included here) for all
but two questions, where it was erroneously excluded. Hypothetically, this could have altered the choices
of the respondents, who could have been more likely to choose a different response if allowed to supply
a comment. While the questions were workshopped with experts in survey methodology after a pilot
test, other confounding factors could have influenced the answers. Due to these limitations, this study
can best be characterized as an exploratory proof of concept.

Future work may include applying a similar survey to a larger and more varied population and using
this work to improve ontology proposed in our previous work [1]. We began this work with the hypothesis
that each of these elements could be classified as a continuum, with a prototypical insider and case of
insider threat falling at a particular point along the continuum. As our contrasting pairs could only
delineate two of the many points on that continuum, future work may also include fleshing out the
proposed spectrum for each attribute, particularly for the four attributes our respondents identified as
meaningful to the prototypicality of a case. Future work may include conducting a new survey that
incorporates multiple attributes into its questions and solicits additional attributes that would define an
insider threat from survey participants. Future surveys could also be conducted on populations outside
of the information security field to determine if those participants had different beliefs on the attributes
of a prototypical insider threat case. If larger and more diverse populations are surveyed, statistical
analysis techniques could be employed. We decided to initially limit the size of our survey to see if we
could find any evidence of differences in opinion as to the elements in a prototypical insider threat. Now
that we have identified that differences do exist, we can employ surveys of greater size and with better
external validity. As part of our original survey, we included a space for participants to provide a single
prototypical example but did not analyze them for additional attributes. Future analysis work may also
include looking for additional attributes in unstructured survey responses or alternatively, in the source
material for documented insider threat cases [14].
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Appendix

A Survey Questions

1. Which of the two choices is a better (more prototypical) example of the insider threat?

(a) An employee emails a competitor a highly sensitive design for a new product.

(b) An employee emails a competitor a design for an old product, which the company is phasing
out.

(c) No difference.

Primary attribute tested: asset importance. Criticality of the asset

2. Which of the two choices is a better (more prototypical) example of the insider threat?

(a) The IT manager disables the anti-virus.

(b) The IT manager notices that the anti-virus isn’t working and doesn’t report it.

(c) No difference.

Primary attribute tested: action. Action taken by insider

3. Which of the two choices is a better (more prototypical) example of the insider threat?

(a) An employee of six months places a logic bomb in the organization’s system.

(b) An employee who has been with the organization for ten years places a logic bomb in the
organization’s system.

(c) No difference.

Primary attribute tested: status. Status of the insider within the organization

4. Which of the two choices is a better (more prototypical) example of the insider threat?

(a) An employee accidentally clicks on a link, which contains malware.

(b) An employee knowingly downloads malware.
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(c) No difference.

Primary attribute tested: intention. Intent of the insider

5. Which of the two choices is a better (more prototypical) example of the insider threat?

(a) A janitor, who is allowed access to the system only to check his email, maliciously installs a
keylogger.

(b) A system administrator with full access to the system maliciously installs a keylogger.

(c) No difference.

Primary attribute tested: authorization. Authorization given by the organization to the insider

6. Which of the two choices is a better (more prototypical) example of the insider threat?

(a) A book keeper commits fraud against a multi-national corporation.

(b) A book keeper commits fraud against a government agency.

(c) No difference.

Primary attribute tested: organization. Type of organization

7. Which of the two choices is a better (more prototypical) example of the insider threat?

(a) A malicious insider deletes files, causing the organization about an hour of lost sales.

(b) A malicious insider deletes files, the organization, unable to recover, closes.

(c) No difference.

Primary attribute tested: materiality. “‘Significant,’ in other words ‘important enough to merit
attention’”

8. Which of the two choices is a better (more prototypical) example of the insider threat?

(a) An employee exfiltrates proprietary information which is stored on his employer’s system,
but owned by a third party.

(b) An Employee exfiltrates proprietary information owned by his employer.

(c) No difference.

Primary attribute tested: relationship. The organization’s relationship to the assets

9. Which of the two choices is a better (more prototypical) example of the insider threat?

(a) A contractor uses another employee’s credentials which is in violation of company policies.

(b) A contractor uses another employee’s credentials which is not in violation of company poli-
cies.

(c) No difference.

Primary attribute tested: policy violation. Violation of the organization’s policies

10. Which of the two choices is a better (more prototypical) example of the insider threat?
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(a) An employee posts company information on a website, which is in violation of company
policy but is not a crime.

(b) An employee posts company information on a website, which is in violation of company
policy and is a crime.

(c) No difference.

Primary attribute tested: prosecutability. Prosecutability of the attack

11. Which of the two choices is a better (more prototypical) example of the insider threat?

(a) An employee accidentally emails 5,000 customer records.

(b) An employee accidentally emails 50,000 customer records.

(c) No difference.

Primary attribute tested: harm. Harm or impact of the attack

12. Which of the two choices is a better (more prototypical) example of the insider threat?

(a) Contractor stealing software design documents.

(b) Former employee stealing software design documents.

(c) No difference.

Primary attribute tested: individual. The individual’s relationship to the organization

13. Which of the two choices is a better (more prototypical) example of the insider threat?

(a) While at work a contractor exfiltrates 30 proprietary documents.

(b) While at home, a contractor exfiltrates 30 proprietary documents.

(c) No difference.

Primary attribute tested: location. The location of the insider at the time of the attack

14. Please provide an example you believe to be a prototypical example of insider threat:

B Definitions Studied [1]

• An insider threat is a malicious hacker (also called a cracker or a black hat) who is an employee or
officer of a business, institution institution, or agency. [15]

• The term can also apply to an outside person who poses as an employee or officer by obtaining
false credentials. The cracker obtains access to the computer systems or networks of the enterprise,
and then conducts activities intended to cause harm to the enterprise. [15]

• An insider is someone who is authorized to use computers and networks. [16]

• An insider has access to the keying materials or full control of some nodes. [17]

• An insider has “access, privilege, or knowledge of information systems and services.” ([18], p. 10)
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• An insider is anyone who operated inside the security perimeter.[19]

• An insider is a database subject who has personal knowledge of information stored in one or more
fields marked confidential. [20]

• CI insider threat. A person, known or suspected, who uses their authorized access to DoD facilities,
personnel, systems, equipment, information, or infrastructure to damage and disrupt operations,
compromise DoD information, or commit espionage on behalf of an FIE. [21]

• Defining the term ”insider” in an airtight manner is hard because the boundary between insiders
and outsiders is fuzzy. We assume that every legitimate user is an insider. Note that the term
“insider” can have both physical and logical connotation. Physical outsiders can be logical in-
siders and vice versa. For example, an authorized user who may be physically far away from an
organization but has wireless or VPN connectivity. Similarly, users may be physically inside an
organization but have no authorized access to use the computation infrastructure. Insiders are in
a unique position with the privileges entrusted to them and the knowledge about their computa-
tional environment, and this already translates directly to a certain amount of capability. Insider
abuse can occur within this default capability, but more dangerous scenarios occur when an in-
sider widens his realm of capability. Since insiders have access privileges to use the computational
infrastructure, it represents resources at their disposal that can be used against the parent organi-
zation, so resources for an insider attack are freely available. Unlike external attackers who use
the internet as an umbrella of anonymity and can be sloppy, insiders have a strong incentive to
avoid detection. They are a part of an organization and bound by the organization policy, and if
caught, an organization has all the necessary information about the insider and the legal resources
to prosecute him. External attackers can become insiders too by compromising an internal system
and learning about the computers in the neighborhood. However, there is an inherent risk to the
attacker that the compromise may be discovered and the corresponding security hole patched. [22]

• Insider: someone with legitimate access to an organization’s computers and networks. Notice that
we don’t define what “legitimate” means and thus don’t provide a single bright line distinguishing
insiders from outsiders. Both legitimate access and the system’s perimeter are a function not only
of system-specific characteristics but also of a given organization’s policies and values. For in-
stance, an insider might be a contractor, auditor, ex-employee, partner temporary business partner,
or more. Thus, the organization itself can best determine who is an insider. [13]

• The insider threat: people with legitimate access who behave in ways that put our data, our sys-
tems, our organizations, and even our businesses’ viability at risk. Such behavior -malicious might
not be malicious; it might be well-intended but still have unwelcome consequences. [23]

• There exist many different definitions of the terms “insider” and “insider threat”. One common
definition is that “an insider is defined as an individual with privileged access to an IT system”].
(this is the definition used by the Department of Homeland Security (us) research project “Human
Factors, Awareness, and Insider Threats”, 2007-2009.) [11]

• In 2008, a cross-disciplinary workshop on “countering insider threats”’ concluded that “an insider
is a person that has been legitimately empowered with the right to access, represent, or decide
about one or more assets of the organization’s structure.’ [11]

• Numerous definitions for the term “insider threats” have been proposed. According to Cole and
Ring, “an insider threat is anyone who has special access or knowledge with the intent to cause
harm or danger”. [24]
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• According to Brown, insider threats are conducted by individuals working within a company that
are granted any level of access to the organisation’s network resources. These insiders know how
to corrupt its valuable network resources, and access confidential information. They understand
the company’s security methods and how to best exploit them. [25]

• As a general DoD definition, the “insider” is anyone who is or has been authorized access to a
DoD information system, whether a military member, a civilian employee, employee of another
federal agency or the private sector. Some definitions, however, address the broader scope of “sys-
tem components” or “computer software code” inserted inside a system and intended to carry out
a malicious act. Of interest regarding the many broad descriptions of insider is that the defini-
tion proposed is often dependent on the perspective of the individual defining the problem. The
real question arises, is the perpetrator simply someone exhibiting bad behavior or is this person
representing a serious threat to our nation. [26]

• The definition of insider threat should encompass two main threat actor categories and five general
categories of activities. The first actor category, the “true insider,” is defined as any entity (person,
system, or code) authorized by command and control elements to access network, system, or data.
The second actor category, the “pseudo-insider,” is someone who, by policy, is not authorized the
accesses, roles, and/or permissions they currently have but may have gotten them inadvertently
or through malicious activities. The activities of both fall into five general categories: 1) exceeds
given network, system or data permissions; 2) conducts malicious activity against or across the
network, system or data; 3) provided unapproved access to the network, system or data; 4) circum-
vents security controls or exploits security weaknesses to exceed authorized permitted activity or
disguise identify; or 5) non-maliciously or unintentionally damages resources (network, system or
data) by destruction, corruption, denial of access, or disclosure. [26]

• Some investigators have cited four categories of the insider problem: traitor, zealot, browser, and
well intentioned. The traitor category includes persons who have a malevolent intent to damage,
destroy, or sell out their organization. The zealot category involves an insider who believes strongly
in the correctness of one position or feels the organization is not on the right side of a certain issue.
The browser category consists of persons who are overly curious in nature (often a violation of the
need-to-know principle), while the well-intentioned insider commits violations through ignorance.
Downloading shareware, disabling virus protection software, using unapproved CDs can all pro-
vide the assistance a hacker needs to penetrate a system. The well- intended user can become the
unwitting and unknowing associate. [26]

• We define insider threats by differentiating between masqueraders (attackers who impersonate
another inside user) and traitors (an inside attacker using their own legitimate credentials). One
possible solution for masquerade detection involves anomaly detection. In this approach, users
actions are profiled to form a baseline of normal behavior. Subsequent monitoring for abnormal
behaviors that exhibit large deviations from this baseline signal a potential insider attack. The
common strategy to prevent inside attacks involves policy-based access control techniques to limit
the scope of systems and information an insider is authorized to use, and hence, limit the damage
the organization may incur when an insider goes awry. Prevention techniques may not always
succeed, and thus, monitoring and detection techniques are needed when prevention fails. In this
paper, we are focused on different techniques aimed at detecting masqueraders and traitors. [27]

• Some of the available definitions of the term “insider” denote it as any person or system that has a
privileged access to the domain or system that is being protected. [28]
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• Insider threat refers to the potential malevolent actions by employees within an organization, a
specific type of which relates to legitimate access of documents. [29]

• We define an insider as one who has legitimate access to an organization, its systems, information
or other resources. The insider threat is a risk that an insider can misuse their access or knowledge
to cause harm to the organization. We also mention the insider weakness where an insider performs
unsafe actions or fails to apply adequate protection that may expose the organization to accidental
damage or malicious attack. We do not count outsiders that appear to be insiders because they
have gained internal access by defeating system defenses. [30]

• Users with privileged knowledge about a system. [31]

• An insider can be defined with regard to two primitive actions: violation of a security policy using
legitimate access, and violation of an access control policy by obtaining unauthorized access. [32]

• Any attack launched from inside the network by an employee, contractor or visitor that damages
or valuable assets by exploiting means (multiple accounts) and opportunity (multiple channels).
[32]

• Using this definition, we can see that trusted insider threats is a matter of asset value and threat
surface – not just access control. [32]

• To ensure the model adequately addresses the insider threat, it is necessary to clearly define the
aspects that are being captured. In this context, an insider is any individual who has been granted
any level of trust in an information system. This description does not limit the insider to specific
borders such as firewalls, routers, or a local area network. The system itself could be a conglomer-
ation of networks. What is important is that once users have been granted any authorized explicit
right to the information system, they are now considered an insider and are part of the system
protection state. The malicious insider is therefore someone who violates the protection state of
the system and is depicted as the root node of the tree representation. The four subordinate nodes
are the specific types of actions a malicious insider may perform. [33]

• An insider as anyone in an organization with approved access, privilege, or knowledge knowledge
of information systems, information services, and missions. A malicious insider (MI) is one mo-
tivated to adversely impact an organization’s mission through a range of actions that compromise
information confidentiality, integrity, and/or availability. This research explores three fundamental
hy- potheses motivated by our study of MIs. [34]

• A disgruntled insider with knowledge of the victim’s system. (see also abuse of privilege, insider
attack, internal vulnerability, insider) [35]

• The potential risk that employees and officers of a company can cause more harm to the IT infras-
tructure o threats such as viruses and cracker attacks. Also known as an ”authorized user threat,”
disgruntled employ especially if their feelings are not made public. [36]

• An insider threat is a malicious hacker who can be an employee or officer of a business, institution,
or agency. An insider threat is also known as a cracker or black hat. It can also refer to an outside
person who poses as an employee or officer by obtaining false credentials. The cracker obtains
access to the computer systems or networks and then conducts activities intended to cause harm to
the enterprise. [37]
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• For the purposes of this paper, an insider is “a human entity that has/had access to the information
system of an organization and does not comply with the security policy of the organization”. This
definition does not define the type of access (logical or physical, existing or revoked). Also, it does
not define the level of skill required by the insider to meet his objectives. [38]

• They’re actually talking about attacks caused by insiders, not ”insider threats.” working with their
language, an insider threat would be ”those who misuse or destroy sensitive or confidential infor-
mation, as well as it equipment that houses this data.” [39]

• Insider attacks are attacks by users with privileged knowledge about a system. [40]

• An insider is anyone who has approved access, privilege, or knowledge of information systems,
information services and missions. A malicious insider is one motivated to adversely impact an
organization’s mission by taking action that compromises information confidentiality, integrity,
and/or availability. [41]

• Illegal insider trading. Most of the time when someone mentions insider trading, they are referring
to the illegal kind. Basically, this happens when someone buys or sells stock based of confidential,
non-public information. The purchase or sale of stock in these scenarios constitutes a violation of
responsibilities or duties by the trader. The insider may be an officer or employee of the company,
or it may be someone who has inside information as a result of some kind of professional or
contractual relationship with the company. [42]

• Tipping refers to the act of inside information. Tipping is illegal and if the person who is tipped
makes trades based on the information, it is classified as illegal insider trading as well. Examples
of people likely to be involved in tipping include family members, friends and business associates
of someone who has insider information on a stock. [42]

• An entity with authorized access that has the potential to harm an information system through
destruction, disclosure, modification of data, and/or denial of service. An entity with authorized
access (i.e., within the security domain) that has the potential to harm an information system or
enterprise through destruction, disclosure, modification of data, and/or denial of service. [43]

• Einwechter defines insider threat as someone entrusted with authorised access who instead of
fulfilling assigned responsibilities, manipulate access to a system to exploit it. [44]

• An ‘insider’ is a person that has been legitimately given the capability of accessing one or many
components of the IT infrastructure, by interacting with one or more authentication mechanisms
(plain text password, PKI, biometric or smart card token). [45]

• The term “insider” can be defined as any user that either “currently or at one time was authorized
to access an organization’s information systems.” This applies to users that are physically located
within an organization as well as users that are logically within an organization. The term user is
extended to agents, a process created and run by a user. This takes into account scheduled jobs and
processes that may be executed without the user being present or without their knowledge. External
attacks can become or considered insiders through the proxy of a current insider. A current insider
could perform an activity that meets the desires of an external attacker such as executing malware.
The ‘insider threat’ refers to harmful acts that insiders might carry out. Harmful acts can be a
number of activities including computer abuse, unauthorized access, disruption of service, loss
of integrity and theft. Insiders have greater privileges and knowledge of their organization than
external attackers. Insiders have the trust of their organization and normally goal oriented. [46]
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